Kartik Aaryan and Janhvi Kapoor to play siblings in sequel to Dostana
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Kartik Aaryan and Janhvi Kapoor starrer Dostana 2 is one of the most awaited films of the year and fans are eagerly waiting for the film ever since the filmmaker announced the making of the film. Many were assuming that Kartik Aaryan and Janhvi Kapoor will romance each other. But the latest news is that both of them might play siblings in their upcoming film.

Kartik and Janhvi will play brother-sister and this will be the newest brother-sister on-screen Jodi. The reason why makers mentioned "suitable boy" is that both of brother and sister will fall in love with the same boy, played by some newcomer (fresher who has not been launched by the Industry).

Under the direction of Tarun Mansukhani, the original film Dostana hit the screen on November 14, 2008.